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describing the advance of the perihelion of the planet (the Mercury)
is obtained. This expression is mathematically identical to Einstein's
equation [3] for the advance of the perihelion of the Mercury but in a
at space. The same situation must take place at the electromagnetic
interaction of particles and nuclei.
This work is devoted to search for inuence of attractive electro-
magnetic interaction on atomic levels of electrons.
2 Some Consequences of the Law of Local Energy
Conservation in Gravitational eld




(Ze is electrical charge of the external eld, r{distance) on
characteristics of an electron (particle) having a small velocity. The





































The Eqs. (1) and (2) characterize the balance between kinetic and
potential energies (the smaller the energy{the bigger another energy
and back).
In a more strict form the law of local energy conservation can be














































After introduction the new masses are
2
m0



































































The eq. (6) means that in an external electrical eld the eective mass
of the electron (particle) changes. For clarication of this question let
us consider a body (or particle) with mass m in the external electrical




























































Eqs. (7), (8) means that changing the mass (mc
2
) of the electron
(particle) in the external electrical eld goes on the kinetic energy of
this electron (particle).
To which result do come? In contrast to the classical physics the



















The following question arises: how can we see this changing of the
eective mass or velocity?
3
This eect, in principle, is very small. We can register this eect
in atomic transitions as changing of the atomic levels relatively the
standard levels. It is clear, that we must learn these transitions in
nuclei with large Z where this eect will be suÆciently visible.


















































= 1; 2; 3::: ;
n is an orbital number.
The law of the local energy conservation is fullled if we take into



















is the energy of the
orbital movement of the electron.





























] + :::]; (12)
From (12) we come to the following expression for the real electron
levels E
n















































It is clear that electron in the connected (bound) state cannot radiate
a photon if it's mass does not change.
4
When we take into account the law of energy conservation in a














































] + :::]]; (14)
If the transitions take place between levels n and m, then in the ex-














At electromagnetic interactions of particles there arises defect of
masses, i.e. the energy is liberated since the particles of the dier-
ent charges are attracted. It is shown that this change of the eective
mass of a particle in the external electrical eld (of a nucleus) results in
displacement of atomic levels of electrons. The expressions describing
these velocity changes and displacement of energy levels of electrons
in the atom are obtained.
It is necessary to stress that the same eects will take place in the
nuclei at the strong interactions of the protons and neutrons.
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